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dog [caelestial constellationl (sidus caeleste) runs." It is difficult to see how this "quantificational" analysis helps solve problems of equivocation. In the end, Marmo is constrained
to stress after Roger Bacon the importance of context and interpretarive charity for dealing
with equivocal expressions. To the extent that a theory resorts to these measures, of course,
it compromises any claim to formality and universality.
Chapter 5 is devoted to the concept of universal syntax and to defining the limits of
Modist language theory. As might have been suspected, connecrions between the regularities of Modist syntax and the variations in word order that occur in actual languages
(enunciationes) remained largely problematic and proved to be the bane of Modist semantics,

Chapter 7 concludes with some remarks on the limitations of Modist semantics. Marmo
admits all of the problems that have been noted above. These are especially evident when
Modist semiotic is confronted with the problems of equivocation in Aristotle's Sophistici
elencbi: ". . . above all, the Modist analyses make evident the absence of rules of transformation which permit one to explain the passage from the deep syntactical structure of
language to that which appears at the level of expression, from the menral or ideal order
of enunciations to the apparent order" (p. 492). These limirations of Modist semiotic have
long been recognized, yet Marmo presents them with new thoroughness and clariry.
In a final assessment of Modism, Marmo distinguishes benveen rwo kinds of semiotic,
one of inscription (semiotica del codice) and one of communication (semiotica del communicazione). He pictures Modist grammar as contriburing largely to the former but suggests that it is complementary to the latter. One lesson that might be learned from the study
of Modism is the danger that lurks for the grammarian who would study grammatical
syntax apart from logical syntax. Marmo excludes discussion of terminist logic because
the Modists had no doctrine of the properties of terms (proprietdtes terminorum, p. 73).
Nor, I might add, did they have an adequate theory of consequence, sufficient meth;ds of
proof for establishing truth conditions, or efficient methods for dealing with equivocation
and solving sophisms-all of which were standard in terminist logic. !(hy did tvtodists
largely ignore terminism? Could it be that those who regarded grammar ai a speculative
study of the written word saw terminist logic as a practical arr of communication?

AreN R. PrnnrraH, University of Kentucky

Mania Rose Mrsocnt, shards of Loue: Exile and the origins of the Lyric. Durham,
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N.C., and London: Duke Universiry Press, 7994. pp. xv,295. S4g.9S (cloth); $1S.9S
(paper).

Part of the grandeur of Erich Auer bach's Mimesis, MafiaRosa Menocal notes in the middle
of shards of Loue, comes from the "constellation of fragments" that makes up its .,whole.,,
Like Mimesis, Sbards of Loue is more'a constellation than a unified narration. Unlike
Mimesis, however, whose run from Homer to Virginia Woolf does not reject chronological
thinking, Menocal's book throws all its shards on the table. Eschewing any orderly iime
line, shards of Loue features columbus, Petrarch, Ramon Llull, Ibn 'A.abi, Dante, Eric
Clapton, Nizami, and Jim Morrison. vivid secondary roles are played by Las casas, G6ngora, Nicolds Guill6n, salman Rushdie, Averroes, vico, Auerbach, Spitzer, curtius, Denis
de Rougemont, Ezra Pound, Gershom Scholem, Edward Said, and El cid. Instead of a
jumble, however, readers will 6nd here a constellation of figures lilked by firm lyrical

lf:itten in lapidary pr ose, Shards of Loue is a powerful and haunting book whose
constant refrain is exile, and specifically the medieval lyric in exile.
In order to hear again the medieval lygic, Menocal would have us "reconceive our own
relationship to earlier texts and cultures as part of our fundamenral personal and present
purposes.
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histories." Such an approach, which entails the elimination of diachrony ("the most arbitrary and meaningless of ordering principles"), divides this book into three sections: "The
Horse Latitudes," "Scandal" (itself unfolding into a trio of subsections), and "Desire." A
fourth section of extensive bibliographical essays, "Readings and Sources"-a welcome
crirical apparatus replacing the sacrosanct footnotes most scholars have come to expectcloses the book.

"The Horse Latitudes" takes its title from the horses rhat had to be sacrificed when the
sailors of Columbus's era, desperately stuck in the doldrums during their transatlantic
crossings, threw everything overboard to get the winds to blow again. A poem written by
the rock lyricist Jim Morrison prefaces Menocal's opening section and memorializes these
drowning horses-their "Legs furiously pumping / Their stiff green gallop" and their heads
finally sinking "in mute nostril agony." Menocal suggests that, like the sacrificed horses, a
valuable fragmentation has been jettisoned from our canonical view of the medieval world,
a world she equates with the postmodern.
This provocative opening section explores the synchronicity, largely repressed by history,
of Columbus's voyage of discovery with the voyages of Spain's Jews into exile. After his-

toricizing their expulsion-its date bravely renegotiated to memorialize that of the first
Diaspora-Menocal turns to the forced expulsions of Spain's Muslims, a postscript to the
conquest of al-Andalus in January of 1492. Because of revisionary studies like Menocal's,
many emerging during the quincentenary, we no longer look away from events that chronicle what rifalter Mignolo calls "the darker side of the Renaissance." 'What distinguishes
this particular study, however, is its systematic attack on "rhe powerful ideology" that calls
itself the "Renaissance." This "great totalizing narrative," Menocal believes, "has had a
stranglehold on Vestern culture for the last five centuries." As the bully behind the intellectual expulsion of fragmentation, the Renaissance "Masrer Narrative" acquires meaning
precisely by rejecting or diminishing or even entombing rhe medieval. The task of this
present book is to resurrect the fragmentation of the medieval world: its cacophony of
songs and dialects, its kabbalistic details, its "mongrel vernaculars," its "productive chaos"
of multilingual people. Menocal's medieval Spaln emerges as a pluralistic culture that fused
vulgar mozarabic kharjas with classical Arabic mutuasbshahAt, a fusion brilliantly illuminated through a similarly diglossic Afro-Cuban poem by Nicolds Guill6n-"S6ngoro Cosongo."
I applaud Menocal's attack on the "Reconquista," the historiographical construct of a
perennial Spanish crusade against Islam. Although substantial evidence has been mustered,
beginning with Am6rico Castro, against the idea of the Reconquista as the "axiological
heartland" of medieval Iberia, Menocal exhorts us to srop disseminating a myth that represents Spain as pure and monolingual: "Let us not continue to be narrators of the Reconquista." To Menocal's reminder of the belatedness of the Reconquista narrative may be
added J. H. Elliott's account of how Spain dusted off the myth, on rhe eve of the Armada,
to serve as propaganda against the Protestant English. Some of the other "totalizing" values
at the heart of the Renaissance narrative have been easier to resist. Most Renaissance
professors of my acquaintance have long ago demystified the old controlling Burkhardtian
image of the Italian Renaissance. And those of us teaching the English Renaissance can
scarcely overlook the hegemonic aspirations of such nation-centered texts as Elyot's Gouernour and Hooker's Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity. The conceprion of order celebrated in
these texts-and rei6ed in E. M. !7. Tillyard's Elizabethan lXlorld Picture (1943)-has for
decades seemed quaint and utopian. But what about those Renaissance texts that manifest
a desire for heterogeneiry that display some of the postmodern values Menocal equates

with the medieval?
one of the admitted masterpieces of the later Renaissance, Don Quixote, not only subverts the paradigms of historiography that Menocal regards as the legacy of the Renais-
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